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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions. Each carries 1 mark.

1. What is a rectifier circuit?

2. Which is the most widely used method of biasing a transistor?

3. Give an application for class C amplifier.

4. ln which power ampliiier does crossover distortion occur?

5. What is the feedback usually employed in oscillators?

6. What is the disadvantage of negative feedback? '

7. What is amplitude modulation?

8. What is CMRR?

9. What do you mean by input offset voltage?

10. Why NAND gate is called a universal gate?

(10x1=10Marks)
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SECTION - B

Answer any eight, each carries 2 marks.

11. What is DC resistance of a diode?

12. What are the advantages of bridge-rectifier over centre-tapped full wave
rectifier?

What is ac load line?

What are the different methods of biasing a transistor?

What is phase distortion?

What are the disadvantages of class B push pull amplifier?

What is the advantage of expressing gain of an amplifier in dB?

What is an emifter follower?

How is 360" phase shift achieved in RC phase shift oscillato/?

Explain an inverting amplifier using op-amp.

List lhe properties of an op-arnp.

What is the need for negative feedback in op-amps.

What do you mean by frequency response of an op-amp?

Why SSB transmission is more power efficient?

Which are the basic laws of Boolean algebra?

What is master slave JK flip-flop?
. (8x2= 16Marks)

SECTION _ C

Answer any six, each carries 4 marks.

27. Fo( lne center-tapped full wave rectifier shown below find the average or d.c.
load current.
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28.

29.

30.

What is the value of load regulation for a zener diode voltage regulator, given

Vrr = 8V, Vrr = 7.995V, change in current Alr = 40 mA?

The common base d.c. gain (o) of a transistor is 0.987. lf lE is 10 mA, determine

the value of collector and base currents?

The voltage gain of an amplifier without feedback is 400. lf the feedback
ratio (0) is equal to 0.1. Find the voltage gain of the amplifier with negative
feedback.

j1. Two stages of a multi-stage amplifier have gains of 50dB and 20d8. What is
the overall gain for the amplifier?

32. A transistorized RC phase shift oscillator has the following values R1 = R2 =

R3 = 2.2 Mo and C1 = C2 = C3 = 47 pF. At what frequency will the circuit

oscillate?

The total pcwer content of an AM wave is 1500W. For a '100o/o modulalion
determine the power transmitted by the carrier.

Figure shows an inverting amplifler with an input voltage of 1 V. Find the value

of output voltage.

35. What is the value of output voltage for the non-inverting op-amp shown beloM

34.
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36. For the summing amplifier given below ,ind the value of output voltage.

IV

0.2v

2V

37. State and prove De Morgan's theorem.

38. lmplement NOT and OR gates using NOR gates.

(5x4=24Marks)

SECTION _ D

Answer any two, each carries 15 marks.

39. Explain the working of a zener diode voltage reguiator.

40. Explain the steps to be followed to design a transistor biasing and stabilization
circuits.

41. What are the different distortions seen in ampliflers?

42. Explain the principle of feedback amplifiers.

43. Sketch the block diagram of a super heterodyne AM receiver and explain.

44. Explain the raiorking of a full-subtractor

{2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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